Abstract--In this paper, we study the progresswe ~teratzon approxzrnatwn property of a curve (tensor product surface) generated by blending a given data point set and a set of basis functmns The curve (tensor product surface) has the progresswe zteratzon approxzmatwn property as long as the basis is totally positive and the corresponding collocatmn matrix m nonsingular. Thus, the Bspline and NURBS curve (surface) have the progresszve zteration approxzmatzon property, and B4zier curve (surface) also has the property ff the corresponding collocatmn matrix is nonslngular. (~
INTRODUCTION
Given a sequence of points {P*},~0, the i th point of which is assigned a parameter value t,, .. _ . .., n B 0, 1,. , n, and a nonnegative basis {B, (t) > 0 I t E R, ~ = 0, 1, n) with }-'~-,=0 * (t) -= 1, , = ~ _p n the initial curve can be generated as follows, i.e C o (t) }-~,=0 P°B* (t), with {p0 _ *},=0-By calculating the adjusting vector for each control point A0 = p, _ C O (t,), i = 0, 1,..., n, and letting {P~ 0 0 n }-~=0 P~B, and on. = p~ + A }~=0, we can get the next curve C 1 (t) = (t),..., so Thus, at last, we get a sequence of curves {C k (t) I k = 0, 1,...} (see Figure 1 ).
Qi and de Boor have shown that, if the given nonnegative basis is a uniform cubic B-spline basis, and the parameter value t, assigned to each data point happens to be at the knot of the knot vector on which the uniform cubic B-spline basis is defined, the curve sequence converges to a curve interpolating the given point sequence, i.e., lim C k (t,) = p0, ~ = 0, 1,...,n [1,2]. We say that the initial curve has the progresswe iteratwn approximation property.
Purthermore, in [3] , the authors have shown that not only the nonuniform cubic B-spline curve, but the nonuniform cubic B-spline tensor product surface also has the progressive iteration approxzmatwn property.
We are grateful to the revmwers for the careful modifications to the manuscript Thin work ,s supported by the Figure 1 Progressive iteration approxlmatmn, from Ck(t) to C k+l (t).
In this paper, we will show that, as long as the given basis is totally positive, and its corresponding collocation matrix is nonsingular, the curve and tensor product surface generated by the basis have the progressive iteration approximation property. So, the B-spline, and NURBS curve and surface all have the progressive ~teration approximation property, and B4zier curves and surfaces also have the progressive iteration approximatwn property, if the corresponding collocation matrix is nonsingular
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we establish the progressive ~teratwn approx,mation property of the curve and tensor product surface generated by a totally positive blending basis with nonsingular collocation matrix. In Section 3, we point out that the NURBS curve and surface have the progressive iteratwn approximatwn property. In Section 4, some results illustrating the progresswe iteratwn approxzmation property of the B4zier (B-spline, NURBS) curve (surface) are given, and the fitting errors are also listed. At last, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
PROGRESSIVE ITERATION APPROXIMATION OF CURVES AND SURFACES n
A nonnegative basis {B~ _> 01z--0, 1,..., n} with ~i=0 B~ = 1 is called a blending baszs.
p3lm n Based on the blending basis and a given data point set {P~ E R3}~=o ({P~3 e h=o,3=o/, we can generate a blending curve, n c (t) = y~ P,B~ (t), (2.1) or a tensor product blending surface, 
Progressive Iteration Approximation of Blending Curves
Given a point sequence {P~ E Ra]z = 0, 1,... ,n}, we first parameterize the points with the real increasing sequence, to < tl < ... < t~. and letting we can get the second curve,
Similarly, if we get the (k + 1) st curve C k (t) after the k th iteration, and let ~=P~-C k(t~), ~=0,1,...,n, and pk+l=pk+~k~, ~=0,1,...,n, (2.9)
we can get the (k + 2) nd curve after the (k + 1) st iteration,
Thus, we get a curve sequence {Ck(t) I k = 0,1,...}. If limk__.~ Ck(t,) = pO,, = 0,1,... ,n, the initial curve (2.5) has the progresswe zteratwn approxzmatwn property.
Due to a, = (t,) = P, -(P~ + zx~)B~ (t,)
k ~ A~B~(t,).
+ (1 -B, (t,)) 4, -
~=3+i
(3 = 0,1,...,n; k=0,1 .... ),
(2.11)
we can get the iterative format in matrix form of the adjusting vectors of the control points,
where I is the n ÷ 1 rank identity matrix, and B is the collocation matrix of the blending basis {B, >0Ix=0,1,.. , n} at {to, tl, .., t~}, namely, B0(t0) Bl(t0) ...
Bn(to) l
(2.13)
In Theorem 2.1, we give a sufficient condition for the iterative format (2.12) to converge to zero, and then the curve (2.5) has progresswe 4eratwn approx~matwn property. In the following, we denote by A~(M), z = 1, 2,..., m, the e~genvalues of the m × m matrix M, and by p(M), the spectrum radms of M. PROOF. Since the blending basis {B, > 0 [ ~ --0, 1,..., n} is totally positive, its collocation matrix B has n + 1 nonnegative eigenwlues A,(B), i --0, 1,.. , n [6, 7] . Together with the fact that the collocation matrix B is nonsingular, its n + 1 eigenvMues are all positive. Note that the basis {B, >_ 0Ix = 0,1,...,n} is a blending basis, namely, ~,n=0B, = 1, so nS[too = 1. Therefore, 0<A,(B)<I,~=0,1, ..,n, so, 0<A,(D)=l-A,(B)<l,z=0,1,...,n. This result implies p(D) < 1, so the iterative format (2 12) converges to zero vector; hence, limk-~ Ck(t,) = p0, i = 0,1,...,n.
Progressive Iteration Approximation of Blending Surfaces
In this section, we study the progresswe zteration approximation property of tensor product ] T , ln,'",A~I,'",A~n
I is the identity matrix, and matrix B is the Kronecker product of the matrices B1 and B2 [8] , that is, B = B1 ® B2, where Here, the eigenvalues are counted with their algebraic multiplicity [8] . Lin et al. have shown that nonuniform cubic B-spline curves and surfaces have the property of progresswe ~teratwn approx~matwn [3] . Specifically, given a sequence of points {P~ E RS}~_0, we first define a knot vector,
T-~{~' tP+I' ""tp+n-]'PTn' ""tP' I-n]
p-~l F i g u r e 2 F i t t i n g a P l r i f e r m c u r v e w i t h a B~zmr c u r v e Left t h e i t e r a t i o n level is 0, t h e e r r o r is 7.6564e -001, middle, t h e i t e r a t i o n level is 20, t h e e r r o r is 1.2117e -001, r i g h t ' t h e Iteration level is 60, t h e e r r o r m 1 1491e -001
. ,,.,.:
",. /
F i g u r e 3 F i t t i n g a P l r i f o r m c u r v e wath a 3 r d -d e g r e e B -s p l i n e curve. Left: t h e l t e r a t t o n level is 0, t h e error is 2.6908e -001; middle: t h e i t e r a t i o n level is 20, t h e e r r o r is 8.3898e -005; r i g h t ' t h e i t e r a t i o n level is 60, t h e e r r o r is 1.1618e -011 -.
,,, .--"%-x x .,--~." ~,,~,,, 
R E S U L T S
I n t h i s s e c t i o n , we will i l l u s t r a t e t h e progresswe iteration approx~matwn p r o p e r t y o f B~zier, B -s p l i n e , a n d N U R B S c u r v e s a n d s u r f a c e s , n a m e l y , t h e c o n v e r g e n c e o f t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g c u r v e a n d s u r f a c e s e q u e n c e s . Specifically, in F i g u r e s 2 -4 , a r e c u r v e s e q u e n c e s f i t t i n g t h e P i r i f o r m c u r v e ,
i.e., .i .** ~1 Figure 10 F i t t i n g a Peaks function in MATLAB with a 3rd-degree NURBS surface. Left' the iteration level is 0, the error is 1.8328e + 000, middle: the iteration level is 20, the error is 5.1819e-003, mght: the iteration level is 40, the error is 3.2116e-004.
and a 3rd-degree NURBS curve• In Figures 5-7 , are curve sequences fitting a helix generated by progresswe ~teratwn approx~matwn of a B@zier curve, a 3rd-degree B-spline curve, and a 3 rddegree NURBS curve. Finally, in Figures 8-10 , are surface sequences fitting the Peaks function in MATLAB generated by progresswe ~teratzon approx~matwn of a B~zier surface, a 3rd-degree B-spline surface, and a 3rd-degree NURBS surface. The weights {w~}z~=0 of the NURBS curves m Figure 4 and Figure 7 are taken as {1, 2 , . . . , (n + 1)/2, (n + 1)/:2,..., 2, 1} if n + 1 is even, or {1, 2, (n + 2)/2, 2, 1} if n + 1 is odd. Similarly, the weights, :w ~m n of the NURBS • .., ~ , , 
CONCLUSION
Given a blending basis and a set of ordered data points, a curve (tensor product surface) generated by blending the data points and the basis functions has the progresswe zteration approximatwn property, as long as the given basis is totally positive and its collocation matrix at the corresponding parameter set is nonsingular That is, the curve (tensor product surface) sequence generated by adjusting the control points lteratively converges to the curve (tensor product surface) interpolating the given data points. Specifically, B~zier, B-spline, and NURBS curves (surfaces) have the progresswe zteratwn approximatwn property. However, because different bases have different convergence rates, it needs to be studied in the future which bases have the fastest convergence rates
